Also from the writings of Paul Brunton

Five small PB books for inspiration and gifts

The Wisdom of Paul Brunton
Day by Day Perpetual Calendar/Daybook/Birthday Book
Dazzling full-color natural vistas and Brunton’s invigorating words make this perpetual calendar an inspiring companion (and gift) year after year. Photographs by Haji Mahmood, Classic Vision Photography. 112 pages, 7 x 6 | $20 cloth

The Gift of Grace
Awakening to Its Presence
Edited by Sam Cohen
This hopeful, nourishing selection of quotes from Paul Brunton on Grace penetrates layers of superstition and takes us to the core of the matter. 144 pages, 5 x 7.5 | $10.95 paper

What is Karma?
Selections from the Core Teachings of Paul Brunton
This book distills the essence of how the wise of all ages and sacred traditions see what we call karma. 144 pages, 5 x 7.5 | $10.95 paper

Meditations for People in Charge
A Handbook for Men and Women Whose Decisions Affect the World
Selections from Paul Brunton
Seasoned advice from Paul Brunton’s Notebooks, designed to inspire, counsel, and console people already in, or inspiring to, positions of responsibility. 112 pages, 4.75 x 7.25 | $10.95 paper

Meditations for People in Crisis
Selections from Paul Brunton
Selected and edited by Sam and Leslie Cohen
Selected and edited from the Notebooks to help you prepare for, endure, and learn more easily from life’s inevitable physical, emotional, and spiritual crises. 112 pages, 4.75 x 7.25 | $10.95 paper

About Paul Brunton
Paul Brunton
A Personal View
Kenneth Thurston Hurst
Sixty years of richly varied memories from the perspective of the philosopher’s son. 320 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 | $14.95 paper

Most Larson Publications books are discounted 20% if ordering direct online at www.larsonpublications.com

To order within the U.S.: Call 1-800-828-2197, Monday-Friday 9 am-5 pm ET
For priority or overseas mail shipping options call: 607-546-9342
Email: books@larsonpublications.com

Published for the Paul Brunton Philosphic Foundation by Larson Publications, Burdett, New York
Paul Brunton

“Instructions for Immediate Awakening delivers the essence and practices of this path in direct, jargon-free language. Dzogchen, etc.). Paul Brunton calls them “Short Path” teachings. A simple recognition, • Stabilizing the awakening • The nature of lasting enlightenment • Warnings • Stages of realization Short Path of direct insight shrines, and underground chambers as the author spiritual adventurer whose classic vision of their Travel to Egypt’s high holy places with a and as they are now. Enjoy first saw them in the 1930s and let it open your eyes —GANGAJI

—JACOB NEEDLEMAN

These accessible teachings distill the essence of currently popular and traditional sudden-waking teachings (Advaita, Zen, Dzogchen, etc.). Paul Brunton calls them “Short Path” teachings. A simple recognition, a brief moment of grace, can make what seemed like a far-off spiritual goal actual here and now. But we need reliable pointers for when and how and where to look. Brunton delivers the essence and practices of this path in direct, jargon-free language. Includes:

• How to move from the Long Path of spiritual disciplines to the Short Path of direct insight • Short Path exercises • Experiences that may occur • Warnings • Stages of realization • Stabilizing the awakening • The nature of lasting enlightenment

Vol. 1 Perspectives This is a great place to start reading Paul Brunton’s posthumously published Notebooks. A sampling of all 16 volumes, it’s an uplifting, enlightening survey of virtually every aspect of spiritual awakening and stage of practice. Each of its 28 chapters samples one of the 28 “categories” into which Paul Brunton filed his writings. Topics included are:

• meditation • the body • emotions and ethics • the intellect • the ego • world crisis • the arts in culture • philosophy • psychological experiences • the Oversef • cosmology • the Absolute Subsequent volumes in the series focus in detail on individual categories.

Vol. 2 The Quest A comprehensive overview of the many and varied issues involved in starting and completing the spiritual quest, including teacher-student relationships.

Save $78 when you order the complete paperback edition direct from Larson — 16 volumes in paperback if ordered individually list price $331.15 Order the complete 16 volume set in paperback direct from Larson and receive 25% OFF Larson direct online price $235.00 Larson Publications www.larsonpublications.com 800-828-2197


$19.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

Vol. 4 Part 1 – Meditation In-depth writings on the why and the how of many varieties of meditation.

$19.95 paper

Vol. 4 Part 2 – The Body A practical course in reducing the physical obstacles that retard progress in meditation and obstruct the unfolding of spiritual intuition and/or stabilizing higher awareness.

$19.95 paper

Vol. 5 Emotions and Ethics • The Intellect One of the truly significant PB contributions: a mature spiritual perspective on the importance of character development, personality refinement, and proper use of the thinking faculty.

$18.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

Vol. 6 The Ego • From Birth to Rebirth A pivotal piece in PB’s work, a unique gift to the literature of realization. How to attack, at an existential level, the most intractable obsessions of what needs doing and how to do it.

$19.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

Vol. 7 Healing of the Self • The Negatives Part 1: Practical techniques for self-healing and assisting conventional treatment. Part 2: A shocking look into the nature and roots of evil in both the individual and the world, with powerful tips for how to deal with them.

$19.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

Vol. 8 Reflections on Life and Writings PB’s reflections on people, influences, and events he considered significant from his research, practice, travel, and writing.

$14.95 paper | $25 cloth

Please note that Paul Brunton wrote in the literary convention of his time using the masculine gender to refer to both male and female. We want to emphasize that his writings were intended for all.

Vol. 9 Human Experience • The Arts in Culture Part 1: Spiritual lessons implicit in daily living, how to get and apply them. Part 2: The role of beauty and creativity in human culture and spiritual life.

$16.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

Vol. 10 The Orient What East and West can (and must) learn from and teach one another in a new global community. Notes on great teachers and schools of thought.

$14.95 paper | $25 cloth

Vol. 11 The Senses The dynamics and dangers of mysticism. Life-saving advice on trials that arise inevitably on the quest. Clearly distinguishes spiritual practice from occult voodoo, and qualities of good teachers vs. questionable ones.

$24.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

“Thoroughly alive, and whole in the most significant, ‘holy’ sense of the word.” —Yoga Journal

Vol. 12 The Religious Urge • Reverential Life Distinguishes the pure urge of spirit from its cultural trappings, and shows how devotion, reverence, self-honesty, prayer, and Grace open on to the sacredness of each moment.

$16.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

Vol. 13 Relativity, Philosophy, and Mind This major text explains the implications of relativity for questers, what mystical philosophy is and offers us, and how individual and cosmic mind co-produce experience.

$24.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

Vol. 14 Inspiration and the Oversef Explores the paradoxical nature of the Oversef (where our human and divine natures meet and mingle), and shows how to make the most of moments of conscious contact with its unfolding presence (spiritual, aesthetic, and artistic glimpses).

$14.95 paper

Vol. 15 Advanced Contemplation • The Peace Within You A direct route to the deepest mystical states, introducing Short Path practices and showing how to balance them with continuing Long Path work; how to keep mystical peace throughout all activities.

$16.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

Vol. 16 Enlightened Mind, Divine Mind What enlightenment is and is not, with clear teachings on why and how not to equate even the highest degree of individual human illumination with that of the universal intelligence.

$19.95 paper | $29.95 cloth

Some volumes are not available in cloth. Please call 800-828-2197 or visit www.larsonpublications.com and click on the Customer Service tab to email for prices and availability.

CD-ROM EDITION The Notebooks of Paul Brunton The entire 16-volume Notebooks series—all 6,000+ published pages—ready to search on key words and ideas, PC/Mac compatible • Hyperlinked table of contents and indexes • Large type option • Plus photo archive • Hyperlinked key words and ideas.
Paul Brunton’s writing are short paragraphs so you can read a para even if you have just a minute of time. Each para is a gem. I go to the writings of Paul Brunton when I am troubled or depressed and I am lifted and inspired. I bought these books for my KINDLE and I start each day with a few quotes. This is one of several volumes of PB Notebooks. Paul Bunyan is a lumberjack figure in North American folklore and tradition. One of the most famous and popular North American folklore heroes, he is usually described as a giant as well as a lumberjack of unusual skill, and is often accompanied in stories by his animal companion, Babe the Blue Ox. The character originated in folktales circulated among lumberjacks in the Northeastern United States of America and eastern Canada, first appearing in print in a story published by Northern Michigan 76 quotes from Paul Brunton: ‘Every test successfully met is rewarded by some growth in intuitive knowledge, strengthening of character, or initiation into a higher consciousness.’, ‘Deep down within the heart there is a stillness which is healing, a trust in the universal laws which is unwavering, and a strength which is rock-like. But because it is so deep we need both patience and perseverance when digging for it.’, and ‘When every situation which life can offer is turned to the profit of spiritual growth, no situation can really be a bad one.’ — Paul Brunton, The Notebooks of Paul Brunton. tags: character, crisis, growth, intuition. 48 likes.